
 
OMNIPRESENCE ACADEMY OF LIFE PVT. LTD  

REDIKALL STATEMENTS BASED ON DATE OF BIRTH 
The date of the month, on which we take birth can have a profound effect on our lives. ‘Redikally’ 
speaking, it reminds us of the gifts that the Universe brings for us on that date. So read on and find 

out your unique gift !! 
 

Find out below, the most suitable affirmation for you based on your date of birth. Look for the 
affirmation, corresponding to your date of birth. Check if the affirmation is resonating well with 
you. If you find the resonance, please affirm the given Redikall Statement or affirmation for 21 

times for the period of 1 week.  
 

December 20th to 26th, 2020 
 For the best results, you could write these affirmations. 

 
Birthdate 1 
HL12 - LEFT RESPECT CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Your respect can make a difference! However, have you ever observed a feeling of hatred,               
derogation or disrespect for yourself or some other factors, situation or people around you? It's               
time to respect yourself and all around you. Let go of inhibitory ideas, beliefs and past impressions                 
which made you disrespectful. Relook and re-evaluate your approach and attitude. You and             
everyone around you deserves to be respected and adulated by you. What goes around comes               
around. Your disrespect will generate further disrespect towards you. After all everyone in this              
universe are divine creations and deserve to be respected, adored and adulated. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I love and adore one and all. 
 
 
Birthdate 2 
FR13 - RIGHT NEUTRAL OBSERVATION CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
By ignoring the unpleasantness, you could be overlooking the possibility of bringing in a positive               
shift through them. Sometimes you may have a desire to close your eyes to certain unpleasant                
aspects of your outer environment. Not all that is happening in your environment may be pleasing                
and appealing to you. However closing your eyes will not take care of the situation. You are                 
reminded to open your eyes and be a detached observer to all that is happening in your outer space                   
so that eventually all inconsistencies can be recognised and addressed in an appropriate manner.  
 
AFFIRMATION  
I choose to observe neutrally and respond proactively towards all inconsistencies in the             
environment. 
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Birthdate 3 
MCF10 - FRONT SACRAL CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are a human on this planet to experience the sheer joy of material level pleasures in various                  
facets of life. Allow all your senses to enjoy a wonderful sensual stimulation. Remain open to have                 
fun and enjoy every moment of your life. You do not have to wait for or chase the pleasurable                   
moments and experiences. You need to change your attitude towards what you are experiencing              
right now. Be determined to enjoy and have fun even if the experience may seem hurtful or                 
mundane to others. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I allow myself to enjoy every moment of my life and be happy. 
 
 
Birthdate 4 
NR4 - RIGHT ARTICULATION CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
People around you are attempting to reach out to you and communicate with you. Are you open to                  
receiving their communication in the right spirit? Sharpen your skills of listening to them beyond               
their spoken words and give them the feeling that you are an apt as well as a responsive listener. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I open up to understand others well. 
 
 
Birthdate 5 
CR5 - RIGHT COURAGEOUS LOVE CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Have you gone through a rough time in the past due to someone who loved you? Do you have                   
adverse associations with an experience of being loved? Know that whatever has happened,             
happened in the past. The future can be different. You can intend and avail favorable response                
from people who love you. In short, it's time to recognise and address your fear of being loved.  
 
AFFIRMATION  
I courageously / fearlessly allow others to love me. 
 
Birthdate 6 
BL4 - LEFT FAITHFUL FOLLOWING CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 

 



 
You are gently reminded to honor the faith others have in you. You may be operating out of total                   
integrity. However, it is important to make sure that others’ faith in you does not get shaken up                  
intentionally or unintentionally. You also need to honor your own faith in yourself, your capability,               
your body, your talents, your stamina, and core competency. If you are aware of your soul level                 
mission, assigned to you by your higher consciousness, you better stick to your mission and remain                
answerable to your higher self. Remain a dependable pillar of support and let others’ faith in you                 
manifest through your acts, deeds, persistence, and consistency.  
 
AFFIRMATION  
I remain faithful to myself and others 
 
 
Birthdate 7 
HR11 - RIGHT RESPECT CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You have the potential to attract a lot of respect and adulation from others. If at all, you perceive                   
hatred, derogation and disrespect from others. Simply intend, invite and manifest respect and             
adulation from them. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I invite love and adoration from one and all. I am adorable. I am respectable. 
 
 
Birthdate 8 
BL4 - LEFT FAITHFUL FOLLOWING CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are gently reminded to honor the faith others have in you. You may be operating out of total                   
integrity. However, it is important to make sure that others’ faith in you does not get shaken up                  
intentionally or unintentionally. You also need to honor your own faith in yourself, your capability,               
your body, your talents, your stamina, and core competency. If you are aware of your soul level                 
mission, assigned to you by your higher consciousness, you better stick to your mission and remain                
answerable to your higher self. Remain a dependable pillar of support and let others’ faith in you                 
manifest through your acts, deeds, persistence, and consistency.  
 
AFFIRMATION  
I remain faithful to myself and others 
 
 
Birthdate 9 
PL36 - LEFT BALANCE CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Keep contributing and serving on an ongoing basis in a balanced manner.  

 



 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I contribute and serve in a balanced manner. 
 
 
Birthdate 10 
PR25- RIGHT NURTURANCE CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
The universe is nurturing you directly as well as indirectly through people around you. Allow               
yourself to acknowledge and experience the nurturance. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I give myself the permission to feel nurtured. 
 
 
Birthdate 11 
FL34 - LEFT AMIABILITY CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Is it possible that you are getting irritated with others or with a part of yourself? Imagine what                  
would happen if you choose to respond in a calm manner? Responding to yourself and others with                 
calmness rather than irritation is always a better way to go. Getting irritated may worsen the                
situation. It is always possible for you to be in charge of your responses. Exercise the charge and                  
respond with calmness, knowing that all that happens eventually happens for good. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I respond to others, myself or the environment in a calm manner. Calmness prevails in all my                 
interactions and responses. 
 
 
Birthdate 12 
HR11 - RIGHT RESPECT CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You have the potential to attract a lot of respect and adulation from others. If at all, you perceive                   
hatred, derogation and disrespect from others. Simply intend, invite and manifest respect and             
adulation from them. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I invite love and adoration from one and all. I am adorable. I am respectable. 
 
 
Birthdate 13 
NC6 - OPTION CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
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Perhaps, it is time for you to open up to the possibility of various options. Exploring option may                  
not mean that you have to ignore what you have, once you are clear of various options and yet                   
when you opt for what you already have, you will be able to focus with more integrity and                  
sincerity. Alternatively, you may see a different door of opportunity opening up for you as you                
remain open to explore various options. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I opt for the best option after exploring the rest of the options. 
 
 
Birthdate 14 
FL48 - LEFT GRATITUDE FOR GROUNDING CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Is it possible that you are feeling tied down or grounded, say by certain factors or people or                  
circumstances and you see that as an inhibiting factor in your life, rather than a factor which helps                  
you fly high? Imagine a kite that is tied to a string to enable rising high in the sky. Like this kite                      
you may be feeling tied down or grounded. However if you think with more clarity, there is a                  
strong possibility that all these grounding factors are actually helping you fly high. It would be                
great if you can be grateful towards all those grounding factors or seemingly inhibitory factors               
which are indeed inspiring you and facilitating you to rise higher in life. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I remain grateful to my moral values, conditionings, beliefs and other self-restraining factors in my               
personality which ground me and yet help me fly high. 
 
 
Birthdate 15 
NL5 - LEFT ARTICULATION CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
If you feel that people around you are not really getting in right manner all that you are trying to                    
convey to them, figure out how you can express in a better way? Are you saying what they would                   
like to hear in a manner that they would like to listen to? Under the circumstances when they                  
would like to listen to? Are you using  the words they are more comfortable with?  
 
AFFIRMATION  
I create a space to allow others to express themselves well. 
 
 
Birthdate 16 
AC17 - LETTING GO CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Everything in this universe is in a flow and rhythm. This includes electrons, planets, humans and                
all creation. The universe does not support stagnation and stoppage of flow of any kind. Due to                 
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your tendency to hoard or due to your tendency to hold back, if you are refraining from letting go                   
or letting flow, the stagnated energy will eventually remind you to simply let go and let flow in a                   
natural way. Holding back emotions, thoughts, ideas, finances, decisions, responses, etc. could be             
against the flow of life. What if you simply let them go and let them flow from you and towards                    
you? 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I let go and I let flow. 
I allow myself to receive the right input, at the right time, in the right manner, in synchronicity                  
with the rhythm of the universe. 
 
 
Birthdate  17 
HL12 - LEFT RESPECT CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Your respect can make a difference! However, have you ever observed a feeling of hatred,               
derogation or disrespect for yourself or some other factors, situation or people around you? It's               
time to respect yourself and all around you. Let go of inhibitory ideas, beliefs and past impressions                 
which made you disrespectful. Relook and re-evaluate your approach and attitude. You and             
everyone around you deserves to be respected and adulated by you. What goes around comes               
around. Your disrespect will generate further disrespect towards you. After all everyone in this              
universe are divine creations and deserve to be respected, adored and adulated. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I love and adore one and all. 
 
 
Birthdate 18 
AL19 - LEFT SYNCHRONICITY CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
All you need is to learn the skills to remain aligned to the Universal rhythm and all can be possible                    
for you. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I allow myself to discharge / deliver / act in sync with the rhythm of the universe. 
 
 
Birthdate 19 
FL30  - LEFT LISTENING CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are constantly in communication with your inner voice or subtle communication or expression              
from your body consciousness or higher consciousness. It is possible that you are reluctant to listen                
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to those intuitive messages and guidance. Is there something you could shift in your space so that                 
you remain open to listen to your inner guidance?  
 
AFFIRMATION  
I open myself to listen to my inner voice. 
 
 
Birthdate 20 
NR2 - RIGHT RELAXATION CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You deserve to relax periodically amidst your busy life. So allow others to give you the freedom                 
and permission to let you relax or express your need to relax and snatch out some opportunity to                  
relax in your busy schedule. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I deserve to take a time off and just relax. 
 
 
Birthdate 21 
AL6 - LEFT UNIQUENESS CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Cherish your uniqueness in the entire universal setup. There is no one like you and there is no one                   
who shares a precise set of opportunities or circumstances.  
 
AFFIRMATION  
I cherish and focus on my uniqueness and my unique opportunities and circumstances.  
 
 
Birthdate 22 
FC39 - EARTH BOUND EXISTENCE ACCEPTANCE CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Being born as a human to go through all ground level experiences are a part of your ground reality                   
and acknowledging as well as aligning to them correctly will assist you in being at peace with all                  
that is around you. You were probably finding it difficult to accept, acknowledge and integrate               
with all that is happening on the earth plane until now. However re-examine your responses, refine                
them and develop a constructive attitude. It would be a good idea now for you to accept your earth                   
bound existence. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I bow down to the soul's need for human experience on planet earth 
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Birthdate 23 
PL2 - LEFT YIN / YANG CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
It’s time for you to reconsider and alter your approach in life based on your gender specific role.                  
It's time to practically play the gender specific role that you are born with. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I am grateful to myself and to the universe for entrusting me with the role of a man / woman and I                      
perform in consonance with my gender specific role. 
 
 
Birthdate 24 
FC39 - EARTH BOUND EXISTENCE ACCEPTANCE CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Being born as a human to go through all ground level experiences are a part of your ground reality                   
and acknowledging as well as aligning to them correctly will assist you in being at peace with all                  
that is around you. You were probably finding it difficult to accept, acknowledge and integrate               
with all that is happening on the earth plane until now. However re-examine your responses, refine                
them and develop a constructive attitude. It would be a good idea now for you to accept your earth                   
bound existence. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I bow down to the soul's need for human experience on planet earth 
 
 
Birthdate 25 
HL16- LEFT COMMAND CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You could easily exercise enough command over what you wish to give, impart, contribute or               
deliver in your life. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I exercise adequate command and choose what I contribute in life. 
 
 
Birthdate 26 
HR1 - RIGHT LIBERAL APPROACH CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Do you wish that certain people in your universe have a more liberal approach towards you and not                  
be actively possessive about you? How do you benefit by others' possessiveness towards you? Do               
you feel secured or do you get extra attention? You may like to invite more constructive ways of                  
getting attention from others or more refined expression of love from others. Also, examine an               
association of love with possessiveness. If you have experienced a possessive behaviour from             
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people who loved you in the past, you may tend to invite possessive behaviour from all who love                  
you. You do not have to agree, however just give it a thought: 'Others' possessiveness towards you                 
could be the manifestation of your need for attention or an emotional need to feel belonged.' 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I remain open to experience love from others in a secured manner. 
 
Birthdate 27 
PL6 - LEFT POLITE DENIAL CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Think of some creative and interesting ways of being able to say a polite and yet firm 'no' when                   
you wish to say 'no' in response to a situation where you have to give, contribute, impart, serve, do                   
or share. Don't you think it's time to say 'no' when you want to say 'no' in these situations? 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I say no as and when I wish to say no to give, contribute, share or impart. 
 
 
Birthdate 28 
PR35 - RIGHT BALANCE CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Receiving could be a wonderfully rewarding experience if you could maintain balance while             
receiving. Recognise and resolve any past experiences, emotions, or pre-conditionings which           
manifests imbalance in the experience of receiving. Relook at the possibility of maintaining             
balance as you receive, that too in a balanced manner. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
I maintain balance in receiving or receive while ensuring balance. 
 
 
Birthdate  29 
PL24 - LEFT BELOVED CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are gently reminded to let love flow freely and uninhibitedly from you in an easy and                 
effortless manner, to yourself as well as others. Remain open to express your love and contribute                
in a loving manner to all those who are in relationship with you and to one and all, in and around                     
you. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
It is safe to love. 
 

 



 
 
Birthdate 30 
SR8 - RIGHT SINCERITY CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You may have associated serious approach with better growth in the past. It is time for you to rise                   
beyond this belief and invite light hearted environment and people around you who inspire you to                
be your best and give your best amidst, joy, celebration and fun. 
 
AFFIRMATION  
Lively people and environment around me helps me perform better in life.  
 
 
Birthdate 31 
AL6 - LEFT UNIQUENESS CHAKRA 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Cherish your uniqueness in the entire universal setup. There is no one like you and there is no one                   
who shares a precise set of opportunities or circumstances.  
 
AFFIRMATION  
I cherish and focus on my uniqueness and my unique opportunities and circumstances.  
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